Protein splicing-based reconstitution of split green fluorescent protein for monitoring protein-protein interactions in bacteria: improved sensitivity and reduced screening time.
In this research, an improved detection system is described that allows an easy in vivo screening and selection of functional interactions between two interacting proteins in bacteria. We earlier reported a new concept for detecting protein-protein interactions based on reconstitution of split-enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) by protein splicing (Ozawa, T.; et al. Anal. Chem. 2000, 72, 5151-5157.): Two putative interacting proteins are genetically fused to the split VDE inteins, which are linked directly to the N- and C-terminal halves of the split EGFP. Association of the interacting proteins results in functional complementation of VDE and protein-splicing reaction that leads to formation of an EGFP fluorophore. This technique simplified detection of protein interactions, but because of the low splicing efficiency of VDE intein, its sensitivity and screening time were not enough for detecting the protein interactions directly in living cells. In this paper, we have explored the use of the DnaE split intein from Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 for intracellular reconstitution of the split EGFP. We examined efficiency of the fluorophore formation by preparing four different split-EGFP types, among which EGFP dissected at the position between 157 and 158 was found to show the strongest fluorescence intensity upon protein interactions. A time required for the formation of EGFP after protein interactions was only 4 h, as compared to 3 days with the VDE intein. The protein interactions were thereby detected by an in vivo selection and screening assay in Escherichia coli on Luria broth agar plates. This improvement permits versatile designs of screening procedures either for ligands that bind to particular proteins or for molecules or mutations that block particular interactions between two proteins of interest.